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The tales of Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairy series first graced the bookshelves of multitudes of middle-class nurseries during the early twentieth century. Remarkable for the brilliance of their illustrations as well as the liveliness of their texts, the books share a distinctive perspective on the intertwining of human life and the natural environment. The intense love for and delight in animals and flowers projected by the author-illustrators bestowed on generations of children a sense of oneness with nature that extolled life in all forms and drew no critical line between them. Potter and Barker both used the metaphor of clothing, expressed in vivid drawings as well as in the text, to merge the human world with that of animals and plants. While they shared the perception that dress may dramatize the point at which the natural and the human worlds touch, and indicate the perceived relation between the two, Potter and Barker visualized this understanding in very different ways. Where Barker pictures humanlike fairies dressed in fashions created from flowers and leaves, coverings derived from the natural world, Potter reverses the dynamic, picturing animals who wear people's clothes, clothes that represent the various classes and levels of sophistication found in human societies. This reversal of approach mirrors a significant contrast in the visions of life that inspire the works, particularly with respect to the role of the social environment in supporting or repressing children's natural feelings and impulses.

Both Barker and Potter were enthusiastic observers of nature, obsessed with making careful, detailed representations of what they saw. Both were influenced by and reflect the Pre-Raphaelite concern with what Potter expresses as the "somewhat niggling but absolutely genuine admiration for copying natural detail" (Hobbs 15). Potter was encouraged in her work by one of the founders of the Pre-Raphaelite movement, family friend John Everett Millais, who commented that "plenty of people can draw, but you... have observation" (Potter, Journal 418). Keen powers of observation and a precise botanical or anatomical correctness characterize the illustrations.
of both writers, and no matter how nature is represented it is never compromised; their passion for exactness expresses a deference to natural forms.

Barker's drawings depict cultivated and wild flowers alike, valuing all of nature's variety. The artist used her sketches to create the most fantastical wardrobe of flower-inspired clothing for the children pictured in her Flower Fairy series, merging botanical accuracy with an imaginative sense of dress drawn from fashions of many eras and from theatrical costumes. Potter, too, used both natural and artistic sources for her drawings; her sketches and paintings include painstaking studies of her animal pets and a scientific portfolio of fungi illustrations prepared for the scientists at Kew Gardens. All exemplify a care and an objective perceptivity akin to Barker's. Potter's interest in clothing and costume is also evident in the well-chosen and carefully designed dress worn by her animal characters. She made many excursions to London art museums and found the historical costume collections at the Victoria and Albert Museum fascinating, on at least one occasion requesting that period clothing be removed from the display case so that she might make accurate sketches (Linder 118). The subject of this particular sketch was an Elizabethan coat embroidered with flowers, which she later included in The Tailor of Gloucester—an interesting example of the complex interweaving of nature and art where nature represented in one art form is transmuted into yet another.

The author-illustrators share a sense of the significance of clothing; besides its practical or aesthetic aspects, it communicates to both adults and children important, often subliminal or barely recognizable, messages about who they are, who they would like to be, how others view them, and what is expected of them. "Dress is not trivial. It is a necessary form of communication, particularly in urban society, and we use it all the time to convey unspoken signals to those around us. Sometimes judged immoral, it is also a...
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The tales of Beatrix Potter and Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairy series first graced the bookshelves of multitudes of middle-class nurseries during the early twentieth century. Remarkable for the brilliance of their illustrations as well as the liveliness of their texts, the books share a distinctive perspective on the intertwining of human life and the natural environment. The intense love for and delight in animals and flowers projected by the author-illustrators bestowed on generations of children a sense of oneness with nature that extended life in all forms and drew a critical line between them. Potter and Barker both used the metaphor of clothing, expressed in vivid drawings as well as in the text, to merge the human world with that of animals and plants. While they shared the perception that dress may dramatize the point at which the natural and the human worlds touch, and indicate the perceived relation between the two, Potter and Barker visualized this understanding in very different ways. Where Barker pictures humanlike fairies dressed in fashions created from flowers and leaves, coverings derived from the natural world, Potter reverses the dynamic, picturing animals who wear people's clothes, clothes that represent the various classes and levels of sophistication found in human societies. This reversal of approach mirrors a significant contrast in the visions of life that inspire the works, particularly with respect to the role of the social environment in supporting or repressing children's natural feelings and impulses.

Both Barker and Potter were enthusiastic observers of nature, obsessed with making careful, detailed representations of what they saw. Both were influenced by and reflect the Pre-Raphaelite concern with what Potter expresses as the "somewhat niggling but absolutely genuine admiration for copying natural detail" (Hubbs 15).
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